Fill in the blanks with the future then with the future progressive form of the verb.

1. The coaches **will want** *(want)* to win the game.
The coaches **will be wanting** *(want)* to win the game.

2. Nick and Ed **will go** *(go)* to work in the same car.
Nick and Ed **will be going** *(go)* to work in the same car.

3. At the school, the students **will run** *(run)* around during recess.
At the school, the students **will be running** *(run)* around during recess.

4. Sally **will get** *(get)* a new pair of shoes.
Sally **will be getting** *(get)* a new pair of shoes.

5. Ian **will visit** *(visit)* San Francisco with his family.
Ian **will be visiting** *(visit)* San Francisco with his family.

6. The dogs **will love** *(love)* to play fetch with the ball.
The dogs **will be loving** *(love)* to play fetch with the ball.

7. My grandparents **will live** *(live)* in South Dakota.
My grandparents **will be living** *(live)* in South Dakota.

8. The coach **will learn** *(learn)* how to instruct his players.
The coach **will be learning** *(learn)* how to instruct his players.

9. My favorite actor **will sing** *(sing)* in this movie.
My favorite actor **will be singing** *(sing)* in this movie.

10. My brother **will earn** *(earn)* extra money by mowing lawns.
My brother **will be earning** *(earn)* extra money by mowing lawns.

The Future is what will happen.

**I will play tennis.**

The Future progressive is what will be happening

*(will + “to be” + ing)*

**I will be playing tennis.**
Future progressive tense
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Answers

1. The coaches __will want__ (want) to win the game.
The coaches __will be wanting__ (want) to win the game.

2. Nick and Ed __will go__ (go) to work in the same car.
Nick and Ed __will be going__ (go) to work in the same car.

3. At the school, the students __will run__ (run) around during recess.
At the school, the students __will be running__ (run) around during recess.

4. Sally __will get__ (get) a new pair of shoes.
Sally __will be getting__ (get) a new pair of shoes.

5. Ian __will visit__ (visit) San Francisco with his family.
Ian __will be visiting__ (visit) San Francisco with his family.

6. The dogs __will love__ (love) to play fetch with the ball.
The dogs __will be loving__ (love) to play fetch with the ball.

7. My grandparents __will live__ (live) in South Dakota.
My grandparents __will be living__ (live) in South Dakota.

8. The coach __will learn__ (learn) how to instruct his players.
The coach __will be learning__ (learn) how to instruct his players.

9. My favorite actor __will sing__ (sing) in this movie.
My favorite actor __will be singing__ (sing) in this movie.

10. My brother __will earn__ (earn) extra money by mowing lawns.
My brother __will be earning__ (earn) extra money by mowing lawns.